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GROWSHEET CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE 

Most brands will shrink without campaigns. And because marketing communications require big budgets, it’s important to 
design campaigns for growth, now and in the future. This tool will help you determine your current campaign performance 
index. It’s a reality check that gives you real options to work on for growth. Just assign points to the three KPIs and enter 
the scores in the radar plot. Where does your campaign design still have room for growth?

CAMPAIGN FOR MENTAL MARKET SHARE 
It’s been scientifically proven that there’s a strong relationship between ‘mental market share’ and actual sales. That’s not very 
surprising, because your brand’s mental position is enhanced every time your product is purchased and used. However, the 
evidence is reciprocal: if you reinforce and expand memory structures, new purchases will follow. Campaigning contributes to 
this by refreshing and building structures for brand retention and brand growth, bringing in repeat buys and new buyers. 
Building ‘mental market share’ through advertising campaigns leads to new purchases.
Marketers can often gain a lot of ground by taking a different approach to organizing campaigns. You can streamline your 
work by setting up fixed processes and determining which deliverables to test, as well as maintaining quality. Campaign 
management can benefit from a simple checklist, which lets you enhance your agency briefings to increase brand growth.

BUDGETING BY MARKET AND MEANS
In order to grow, you have to make sure that your share of media spending, or share of voice, is higher than your market share. 
On average, your market share grows by 0.5% every time your share of voice grows by 10%. A rule of thumb for the optimal 
budget is multiplying your advertising elasticity, (10% average) with your gross profit. Your variable budget can be increased 
every time you start a successful campaign and decreased when your purchasing costs rise.
Combining external and internal budget estimates provides a budget bandwidth focused on brand growth.
It can be valuable to discover the specific averages and elasticities for your brand and category. The largest brands don’t need 
as big a budget to remain big. Advertising elasticity can be calculated: ρ = (Δ SOM / Δ SOV) * (SOV / SOM). You can use these 
calculations to underpin your budget application, because the widely used ‘fixed percentage of profit’ doesn’t always contribute 
to brand growth.

BRAND-RESPONSE DESIGN
Life can be hard in advertising and media, because there seem to be lots of alternative truths between the two. So it’s up 
to you to make the right decision. Advertising agencies don’t develop media strategies and media agencies don’t make ad 
campaigns. You need the best of both worlds to realize brand growth over the years, as well as more sales right now.
Create a core creative brand theme that can last for a few years, with the possibility to integrate activation into it.
This theme should unite a strategic opportunity in the market with a creative idea. Branding often communicates emotion to a 
larger audience with the aim of changing behavior over time, which leads to more volume and less price sensitivity. Activation 
is more rational and can be generated by advantageous pricing, aimed at customers who already buy your products and 
creating sales peaks rather than effecting brand growth. The total budget can provide a framework for the optimal media mix 
for reach and targeting, and thus branding and activation.
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